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Abstract
Background: A popular model for gene regulatory networks is the Boolean network model. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm to perform an analysis of gene regulatory interactions using the Boolean network model and
time-series data. Actually, the Boolean network is restricted in the sense that only a subset of all possible Boolean
functions are considered. We explore some mathematical properties of the restricted Boolean networks in order to
avoid the full search approach. The problem is modeled as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and CSP
techniques are used to solve it.
Results: We applied the proposed algorithm in two data sets. First, we used an artificial dataset obtained from a
model for the budding yeast cell cycle. The second data set is derived from experiments performed using HeLa
cells. The results show that some interactions can be fully or, at least, partially determined under the Boolean
model considered.
Conclusions: The algorithm proposed can be used as a first step for detection of gene/protein interactions. It is
able to infer gene relationships from time-series data of gene expression, and this inference process can be aided
by a priori knowledge available.
Background
One of the goals of Systems Biology is to study the var-
ious cellular mechanisms and components. In many
cases these mechanisms are complex, where some of the
interactions between the proteins are still unknown. To
represent these interactions it is common to use gene
regulatory networks (GRN). There are several models of
GRN, both discrete and continuous. The simplest dis-
crete model was introduced by Kauffman [1] and its
known as Boolean network. Later, this model was modi-
fied to express uncertainty giving rise to the probabilis-
tic Boolean network [2,3]. Friedman introduced Bayesian
networks[4] as a probabilistic tool for the identification
of regulatory data and showed that they can reproduce
certain known regulatory relationships. Among the con-
tinuous models we can cite the ordinary differential
equations which was suggested several decades ago [5].
For a more detailed review about models of gene regula-
tory networks see [6].
Models of gene regulatory networks help us study bio-
logical phenomena (e.g. cell cycle) and diseases (e.g. can-
cer). Therefore, revealing such networks, or at least
some of its connections, is an important problem to
address. The ability to uncover the mechanisms of GRN
has been possible due to developments in high-through-
put technologies, allowing scientists to perform analysis
on the DNA and RNA levels. The most common type
of data provided by these technologies are gene expres-
sion data (microarray). The biological systems are notor-
iously complex. Determining how the pieces of this
puzzle come together to create living systems is a hard
challenge known as reverse engineering,w h i c hi st h e
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any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.process of elucidating the structure of a system by rea-
soning backwards from observations of its behavior [7].
However, in many cases, GRN cannot be precisely unra-
veled due to measurement noise and the limited number
of data sets compared to the number of genes that are
involved.
The most common approach to reverse engineering
GRN is to use gene expression data. For example, Mar-
shall et al. [8] considered the approach of using time-
series data and probabilistic Boolean networks (PBNs)
as a model of GRN. In fact, there are many other works
about inferring PBNs [9-13].Computational algebra
approaches were also proposed in [14,15]. Jarrah et al.
[16,17] used polynomial dynamical systems for reverse
engineering of GRN. One good survey for inferring
GRN from time-series data can be found in [18]. Some
algorithms use additional information from heteroge-
neous data sources, e.g. genome sequence and protein-
DNA interaction data, to assist the inference process.
Hecker et al. [19] presents a good review of GRN infer-
ence and data integration.
Usually, an inference algorithm aims to construct one
single network which is believed to be the true network.
The issue is that the inverse problem is ill-posed, mean-
ing that several networks could explain (or generate) the
data set given as the input for the algorithm. In fact, a
study for validation of GRN inference procedures can be
found in [20]. The problem becomes more complicated
if we take into account the noise that may be present in
the data and the small amount of samples. For this rea-
son, our approach aims to analyze several networks that
could explain the data. By analyzing the similarities
among these networks, we propose a confidence mea-
sure of the regulatory relationship between the genes.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for analysis of
gene interactions. Although this analysis is directly con-
nected to the process of inference of gene regulatory
networks, the main goal of this work is not the infer-
ence. The idea is that the algorithm could be used as a
first step of an inference process, that is, a pre-proces-
sing of the data, in order to support an inference pro-
cess. To perform the analysis, the algorithm generates a
limited number of consistent networks (to be explained
in the next section). Unlike any inference algorithm, our
algorithm does not take these networks as the final
result (the true network). It uses these networks to per-
form the analysis of gene interactions.
The algorithm is based on Boolean networks and
time-series gene expression. Actually, the Boolean net-
works are called restricted in the sense that not all Boo-
lean functions are allowed in the model. Restricting the
network reduces the search space, which can be signifi-
cant, since the inverse problem is very complex. This
restricted model allows us to find constraints that turn
our problem into what can be seen as a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) and CSP techniques can be
used to find feasible solutions, that is, networks. The
t i m e - s e r i e sd a t aa l l o w su st oo b s e r v ep a r to ft h e
dynamics of the system. These observations are used to
generate the constraints of the CSP.
A challenge always presented in any gene regulatory
model is its usefulness. It would be interesting if a
model could help biological experiments in understand-
ing gene interactions. The model here presented is cap-
able of inferring some of these connections from time-
series data of gene expressions, and this inference pro-
cess is aided by all a priori knowledge available. What
we envisage with our method is a model that points out
which connections should be inspected in the wet lab
that would constrain as many other connections as pos-
sible and consequently could facilitate some biological
experiments.
Methods
Restricted Boolean network model
A Boolean network (BN) is defined by a set X ={ x1, x2,
…,xn}o fn Boolean variables and a set F ={ f1, f2,…,fn}o f
n Boolean functions. In the case of GRN the variables
are called genes. Each gene xi, i =1 , …,n, can assume
only two possible values: 0 (OFF) or 1 (ON). The value
of the gene xi at time t + 1 is determined by genes xj1(i),
xj2(i),…,xjki(i) at time t through a Boolean function fi :{ 0 ,
1}
ki ® {0,1}. Given that, there are ki genes assigned to
gene xi, and the mapping jk :{ 1 , …,n} ® {1,…,n}, k =1 ,
…,ki determines the “wiring” of xi[21]. This way,
xi(t +1 )=fi(xj1(i)(t), xj2(i)(t),…,xjki(i)(t)) . (1)
We assume that all genes are updated synchronously
by the functions in F assigned to them and this process
is repeated. The artificial synchrony simplifies computa-
tion while preserving the qualitative, generic properties
of global network dynamics [22,23]. A state of the net-
work at time t is a binary vector s(t)=( x1(t),…,xn(t)).
Therefore, the number of states is 2
n, labeled by s0, s1,
…,s2n–1. The dynamics of the network is represented by
the transition between states. This model is determinis-
tic given that there is a single Boolean function to regu-
late each gene. Because of the finite number of states
and the deterministic behavior, some of the states may
be visited cyclically. These states form what is known by
the attractor of the BN. The states outside the attractor
are called transient states. The transient states together
with the corresponding attractor states form the basin
of attraction of that attractor.
In the case of restricted Boolean networks, the regula-
tory relationships is represented by a matrix An×n using
the following convention: aij =1f o rap o s i t i v er e g u l a -
tion on gene xi from gene xj; aij = –1 for a negative reg-
ulation on xi from xj; For the remaining cases aij =0 .
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We call the summation ∑jaijxj(t)t h einput of xi at
time t. Besides the regulatory relationships of the matrix
A, each gene can have a self-degradative behavior imply-
ing that its value is set to 0 whenever its input is null.
Observe that not all Boolean functions can be repre-
sented using (2) and that is why the Boolean network is
called “restricted”. It is also worth to notice here that
each gene xi depends only on the i-th row of A.
Constraint satisfaction problem
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined by a
set of variables X ={ x1, x2,…,xn}; a collection of finite
sets D ={ D1, D2,…,Dn}, where Di is the domain set for
xi; and a collection of set of constraints C ={ C1, C2,…,
Cm} restricting the values that all variables can assume
simultaneously, where each set Ci involves constraints of
a subset of variables and specifies the allowable combi-
nations of values for that subset. A solution of a CSP is
an assignment, to every variable xi,av a l u ef r o mi t s
domain Di such that all constraints in C are satisfied
[24,25].
CSPs defined on finite domains are usually solved by
search algorithms meaning systematically assigning pos-
sible values to variables and verifying whether all con-
s t r a i n t sm a yb es a t i s f i e do rn o t .T h em o s tu s e d
techniques are variants of backtracking, constraint pro-
pagation,a n dlocal search[24-27]. In these search algo-
rithms, the assignment process requires an order in
which the variables are considered. In addition, after
selecting a variable, it is necessary to decide the order in
which a value is picked up from its domain (to assign to
it). In fact, there are many heuristics for variable and
value ordering [24,27]. If one is interesting in generating
a sample of uniform solutions, a good heuristic for vari-
able and value ordering may be, firstly, select randomly
a variable (with uniform probability), and, then choose
randomly (again, with uniform probability) a value from
its domain. There are many CSP solvers in the litera-
ture; the one we are using is from Gecode project
(http://www.gecode.org) [27].
Analysis of gene interactions using CSP
One important remark about the Boolean model pre-
sented by Equation (2) is that each row in the regulation
matrix A is independent from each other. Using this
property, instead of applying the CSP to find all the pos-
sible solutions for the A matrix, we can apply the CSP
to find all the feasible rows ri for each gene xi.I nt h i s
way, the time complexity of the algorithm is reduced by
decreasing the number of possible combinations from
3
n2
(number of possible matrices) to n ·3
n (total number
of possible rows). Thus, in this context, the gene inter-
action problem considered in this paper can be modeled
as a set of n CSPs. For each gene xi (i =1 , 2 ,…,n), the
problem Pi is defined by the set of variables Ri ={ ai,1,
ai,2,…,ai,n}( c o r r e s p o n d i n gt ot h en entries of the i-th
row of the regulation matrix); a collection of domain
sets Di ={ Di,1, Di,2,…,Di,n} (each Di,j ={ –1,0,1}); and a
set of constraints obtained by considering all successions
of states in the time-series data (see next subsection).
In order to analyze the gene interactions, since there
m a yb eac o m b i n a t o r i a le x p l osion in generating the
r o w s ,w ec o n s i d e rs o m eo ft h e m( ar a n d o ms a m p l i n g
process) to perform the analysis. In fact, as the number
of genes grows, the problem becomes intractable and
there could be too many consistent networks for a given
data set. We would like to highlight that we are not
concerned in generate all the consistent networks, but a
limited number of them in order to perform an analysis
of the gene interactions.
In situations where a large number of genes is consid-
ered and a small number of time-series data is available,
one can reduce the number of genes to perform the
gene interaction analysis by employing clustering analy-
sis [28-31] or feature selection algorithms [32], and/or
building small subnetworks by using the paradigm of
growing seed genes [11,33]. Of course, one can still use
prior knowledge by selecting a small number of genes
involved in a specific biological process (e.g., cell cycle
division, metabolic pathway).
Constraints generation for the CSP
The algorithm was designed under the assumption that
the gene expression data were generated by a biological
system which can be modeled as a restricted Boolean
network. Let S ={ S(1), S(2),…,S(m)} be a set of m time-
series gene expression profiles, where S(t) Î {0,1}
n for t
=1 , …,m. The algorithm aims to analyze networks that
produce the sequence
S(1) ® S(2) ® ... ® S(m) . (3)
When the network produces the time-series data we
say that the network is consistent with the data.
Naturally, there may exist several consistent networks
for a single sequence. That is, the inverse problem is a
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ficult to handle.
O n en a ï v ew a yt os o l v et h i si l l - p o s e dp r o b l e mi st o
find all possible networks by a full search algorithm. In
fact, Lau et al. [34] proposed a “smart” full search algo-
rithm to enumerate all possible networks. Here, in this
paper, we explore some mathematical properties of the
restricted Boolean networks in order to avoid this full
search approach.
The algorithm aims to analyze the interactions
between the genes through the information provided by
the time-series sequence, which can be seen as a state
transition sequence of the corresponding BN. These
time-series data and the restricted Boolean network
model are used to generate the constraints of the CSP,
as we show next.
First constraints set
The first set of constraints is generated by analyzing the
sample in triplets, S(t – 1), S(t)a n dS(t + 1). An impor-
tant point to notice here is that if two consecutive states
S(t – 1) and S(t) differ only in one single gene xk,t h e n
any gene xi that had its value changed from S(t)t oS(t +
1) is directly regulated by xk. To illustrate this situation,
consider the time-series data (Table 1). Looking at the
time points S(1) and S(2) we observe that only x2 had
its value changed (from 1 to 0). Now, looking at S(2)
and S( 3 )w ec a ns e et h a tx3 was turned to 1. Following
the restricted Boolean network model, this change was
caused, necessarily, by the gene x2. In fact, x2 inhibits x3
at time t = 1 and it is self degraded at time t = 2, allow-
ing x1 to activate x3 at time t = 3. Using this approach,
we state the following proposition.
Proposition 1.Let S(t – 1), S(t) and S(t +1 )be three
consecutive states according to the restricted Boolean
network model. If S(t – 1) and S(t) differ by a single gene
xk, then for each gene xi such that xi(t) ≠ xi(t +1 )we
have that xk regulates xi directly, that is, aik ≠ 0.
Proof. Suppose that S(t – 1) and S(t) differ by a single
gene xk, and that there is at least one gene xi such that
xi(t) ≠ xi(t +1 ) .A sxi(t) ≠ xi(t + 1), the summations
∑jaijxj(t – 1) and ∑jaijxj(t)h a v ed i f f e r e n ts i g n s .G i v e n
that xk is the only gene possessing different values in S(t
– 1) and S(t), this difference signal must have been
caused by xk. Therefore, aik ≠ 0.
Second constraints set
To generate the second set of constraints, the algorithm
takes into account two consecutive states, S(t) and S(t +
1). There is one important observation here: only the
active genes at time t can possibly regulate genes at
time t + 1. This fact becomes clear when we look at
Equation (2). The active genes can give us an insight of
which genes are regulating other gene, although the
type of the regulatory relationship can not be deter-
mined. However, the input given by the summation in
Equation (2) can help us to determine the regulatory
relationships. For example, if we observe that a gene xi
changes its value from 0 (at time t)t o1( a tt i m et +1 ) ,
we can deduce that the input for gene xi is positive at
time t and only the active genes at time t are responsi-
ble for this positive input. Following this logic, the algo-
rithm generates all possible combinations of regulatory
relationships using the active genes such that the input
of gene xi at time t is coherent to the values of xi at
time t + 1. More formally, we can state the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.For each gene i, the state transition
from xi(t) to xi(t +1 )generates constraints for variables
aij according to Table 2.
Proof. Let us first prove the first constraint, that is, if
xi(t)=1a n dxi(t +1 )= 0 ,t h e n aij
jxt j
<
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
. Accord-
ing to Equation (2), the only way to change the state of
gene xi from 1 (at time t)t o0( a tt i m et +1 )i si fi t s
input ax t ij j
j
()< ∑ 0.I fw ej u s tc o n s i d e rt h eg e n e sxj
that are active at time t,t h a ti s ,t h o s ew h i c hxj(t)=1 ,
we can rewrite this constraint as aij
jxt j
<
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
.
Table 1 Time-series data
x1(t) x2(t) x3(t) x4(t)
S(1) 1 1 0 0
S(2) 1 0 0 0
S(3) 1 0 1 0
S(4) 1 0 1 1
S(5) 0 0 1 1
A small example of time-series data containing only four genes.
Table 2 Possible transitions
xi(t) xi(t + 1) constraint for aij
10 aij
jxt j
<
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
01
aij
jxt j
>
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
00
aij
jxt j
≤
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
11
aij
jxt j
≥
= ∑ 0
1    :( )
All possible transitions from xi(t)t oxi(t + 1) and their respective generating
constraints for aij.
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in Table 2.
To exemplify, consider the data in Table 1 where t =
3, that is, S(3). At this time, there are two active genes,
x1 and x3. These genes are the only ones that can con-
tribute to the sign of the input for each gene for the
next time. If we look at gene x4, we observe that its
value turned from 0 to 1. According to Equation (2), the
input must be positive in this case, that is,
ax jj
j
4
1
4
30 () >
= ∑ . Considering only the active genes at
time t =3 ,w em u s th a v ea41 +a 43 >0 .T h e r e f o r e ,
neither a41 or a43 can take the value –1, only 1 or 0
(not both). The same procedure can be applied to all
genes and then, the constraints for the CSP are
generated.
Third constraints set
This set is generated by analyzing any two pairs of con-
secutive states in the time-series data. Let t1 and t2 be
two time points in the time-series data:
...S(t1) ® S(t1 +1 )® ... ® S(t2) ® S(t2 + 1) ....
Now, let us suppose that S(t1)a n dS(t2) are very simi-
lar. Hence, the difference between S(t1 +1 )a n dS(t2 +
1) must be caused by the differentially expressed genes
of their predecessors. For instance, let us suppose that S
(t1) and S(t2) differ in one single gene:
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Therefore, the difference between S(t1 +1 )a n dS(t2 +
1) in this case must be caused by the change on x4.I n
this step, the algorithm checks how each gene changed
in the two pairs of consecutive states.
In our example, let us concentrate on gene x1.I tw a s
inhibited in the first pair and had no change in the sec-
ond pair. Let I be the total input generated by those
genes with similar expression in S(t1)a n dS(t2), M be
the input generated by x4 in S(t1), and M be the input
generated by x4 in S(t2). Therefore, to explain the
changes of x1 in the two pairs, we must have:
M (6)
If aij represents the influence of gene xj over xi,w e
can calculate I, M and M as follows:
Ia a a a a =⋅
⎛
⎝
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⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
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⎟
=+ () , 11 12 13 11 13
1
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M = a14 · 0 = 0 and (8)
Ma a =⋅ = 14 14 1. (9)
Henceforth,
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This result implies that the entry a14 of the matrix
must have value 1.
If S(t1)a n dS(t2) differ in more than one gene, we can
still generate hypotheses of regulation. In fact, this step
tries to construct a system of inequalities with the
inputs of each gene for every combination of two conse-
cutive pairs. More formally, we can state the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.Let ta and tb be two different time
instants. The state transitions from xi(ta) to xi(ta +1 )
and from xi(tb) to xi(tb +1 )generate constraints for vari-
ables aij according to Table 3.
Proof. Let us first prove the first constraint, that is, if
xi(ta)=1 ,xi(ta +1 )=0 ,xi(tb)=0 ,a n dxi(tb +1 )=1 ,
then
aa ij
jxt xt
ij
jxt xt ja jb jb ja ∑∑
== ==
−
     and       and  :( ) ( ) :( ) ( ) 10 10 0
0 < .
Considering the state transition from xi(ta)=1t oxi(ta
+ 1) =0, by Proposition 2, we have that aij
jxt ja ∑
=
<
   :( ) 1
0.
From set theory, we can write the index set of all active
genes at time ta, A(ta)={ j : xj(ta)=1 } ,a sau n i o no f
two disjoints sets:
At j x t x t
jxt xt
aj a j b
ja jb
() : () ()
:( ) ( )
== = {}
== {}
10
11
 and 
   and 
U
. .
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Analogously, from the transition from xi(tb)=0t oxi
(tb) = 1, we have that
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Table 3 Possible transitions
xi(ta) ® ta +1 xi(tb) ® xi(tb + 1) Constraints for aij
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All possible transitions for xi(ta) ® ta + 1 and xi(tb) ® xi(tb + 1) and their respective generating constraints for aij.
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aa ij
jxt xt
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0 < .
The other constraints can be obtained in a similar
way.
Bar chart of connection frequencies
For a fixed row ri, the algorithm generates a collection
of consistent rows Ri ={ ri1, ri2,…,rim}f r o mt h ec o n -
straints generated by the time-series data and the CSP
solver. Each consistent row ra a a ik i
k
i
k
in
k = (,, ,)
() () ()
12 K has
n entries aij
k () , each one corresponding to a one type of
connection (inhibition, no connection or activation) on
gene xi from gene xj. Thus, we can estimate the fre-
quency of all possible connections for the entry aij of
the regulation matrix by computing the frequency of
entries –1, 0 and 1 of all aij
k () , for k = 1,2,…,m.
We can exhibit the frequency of different types of con-
nections on gene xi from gene xj,b ys h o w i n gt h ee s t i -
mated frequencies of –1, 0 and 1 for aij using a bar chart,
as we will see in the next section. Evidently, for a fixed
row ri, determined connections on gene xi will appear
with frequency 100% in all rows Ri; while partially deter-
mined connections on gene xi will have, at least, one type
of connection (inhibition, no connection or activation)
with frequency 0%; and, for undetermined connections, all
relationships will have nonzero frequencies.
Interactions rank
One way to validate our results is to use this bar chart.
To do so, we rank the interactions found by the connec-
tion frequencies and compare the most relevant ones to
known interactions found in the literature. By searching
through the literature, the direction of some interactions
could not be determined. For instance, in some cases we
know that there is an interaction between two genes xi
and xj, but we do not know whether xi is activating/
inhibiting xj or vice-versa. Therefore, we rank undir-
ected gene interactions by adding the frequency of dif-
ferent types of connections in both ways. For example,
the interaction of genes xi and xj is ranked according to
the equation:
rank x x rank x x
inh x x act x x inh x x a
ij ji
ij ij ji
(,) (,)
() () ()
=
=← +← +← + c ct x x ji () , ← (11)
where inh(xi ¬ xj)a n dact(xi ¬ xj) denote the esti-
mated frequency of –1 (inhibition) and 1 (activation),
respectively, for the entry aij obtained from the set of
the rows in Ri.
For a set of n genes, we rank n
2/2 gene interactions.
Typically, the interactions with the highest rank are
used in order to search for interactions already known
in the literature.
Inducing a connection
An interesting application of the bar chart of connection
frequencies would be the answer of the following ques-
tion: which non-determined (partially determined or
undetermined) connection, once determined, would
constrain as many other connections as possible? In an
experimental context, a method that can point which
connection would aggregate more “knowledge” to the
network if determined leads to an empirical construc-
tion of optimal GRNs.
To investigate this point, a simple exhaustive search
was implemented in the space of consistent rows Ri for
a gene xi, according to the following steps:
1. Set a non-determined (partially determined or unde-
termined) connection aij of the set Ri as a determined
connection with a value v of its domain;
2. Set Rv r r R r a v i in in i in ij
*() ( ) =∈ = {}  and  ;
3. Construct the bar chart connection frequencies of
Rv i
*() ;
4. Compute score(aij,v)=score(xi)=∑j determination
(xi,xj) on the constrained set Rv i
*() ,w h e r edetermina-
tion(xi, xj) is 0 if the connection xi ¬ xj is undeter-
mined, 0.5 if it is partially determined, and 1 if it is
completely determined;
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for all non-determined connec-
tions and all their domain values. In the limit, 3
g will be
tested, where g is the number of non-determined
connections;
6. Chose aij = v that has the highest score.
By the end of these steps, we can say that connection
aij = v determines as many other connections as possi-
ble for gene xi.
Results and discussion
Budding yeast cell cycle model
We applied the algorithm in an artificial data set
extracted from a model for the budding yeast (Saccharo-
myces cerevisiae) cell cycle. The model, proposed by Li
et al. [35], is based on a network of eleven regulators as
shown in Figure 1. The eleven genes x1,…,x11 are Cln3,
MBF, SBF, Cln1, Cdh1, Swi5, Cdc20, Clb5, Sic1, Clb1,
and Mcm1, respectively. The “cell-size” node was intro-
duced just to indicate a checkpoint to start the cell-
cycle process.
Considering the restricted Boolean network model, Li
et al. [35] studied the dynamics of the network. They
found that there are seven attractors, shown in Table 4.
In this table, each row represents an attractor where the
first column indicates the size of the basin of attraction.
There is one big basin composed by 1,764 (or ≈ 86% of)
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Page 7 of 18states. According to Li et al. [35], the corresponding
attractor is the biological G1 stationary state.
Biologically, the cell-cycle sequence starts when the
cell commits to division by activating Cln3. To simulate
the cell cycle, they started the process by “exciting” the
G1 stationary state with the cell size signal, that is, indu-
cing the gene Cln3 to an active state. Applying Equation
(2) to simulate the process it was observed that the sys-
tem goes back to the G1 stationary state. The temporal
evolution of the states, presented in Table 5, follows the
cell-cycle sequence, going from excited G1 state (Start)
to the S phase, the G2 phase, the M phase, and finally to
the stationary G1 state. This is the biological trajectory
or pathway of the cell-cycle network. The states pre-
sented in Table 5 are used as the artificial time-series
data to perform the analysis using our algorithm.
Results for the budding yeast artificial data
For each gene xi, the algorithm generates a collection of
consistent rows Ri using the time-series data (the 13
states presented in Table 5) to generate the constraints
of the CSP. If we compute the frequency of the types of
connections, we are able to assigning probabilities of
connection for each pair of genes. In Figures 2 and 3 we
show the frequency of different types of connections to
each gene xi from all other genes. From these figures,
we can see that the algorithm was capable of identifying
Figure 1 Yeast network The cell cycle network of the budding yeast.
Table 4 Attractors
Basin
size
Cln3 MBF SBF Cln1 Cdh1 Swi5 Cdc20 Clb5 Sic1 Clb1 Mcm1
1,764 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
151 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
109 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
9 0000 0 0 0 010 0
7 0100 0 0 0 010 0
7 0000 0 0 0 000 0
1 0000 1 0 0 000 0
The seven attractors of the budding yeast cell-cycle network.
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Page 8 of 18Table 5 Temporal evolution
Time Cln3 MBF SBF Cln1 Cdh1 Swi5 Cdc20 Clb5 Sic1 Clb1 Mcm1 Phase
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Start
20110 1 0 0 010 0 G 1
30111 1 0 0 010 0 G 1
40111 0 0 0 000 0 G 1
50111 0 0 0 100 0 S
60111 0 0 0 101 1 G 2
70001 0 0 1 101 1 M
80000 0 1 1 001 1 M
90000 0 1 1 011 1 M
1 00000 0 1 1 010 1 M
1 10000 1 1 1 010 0 M
1 20000 1 1 0 010 0 G 1
13 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 Stationary G1
Temporal evolution of states for the budding yeast cell-cycle network.
Figure 2 Connection frequencies for the Budding Yeast data - 1 Frequency of the relationships in the consistent networks for the Budding
Yeast artificial data. The frequencies of connections to each gene from all other genes were created by the application of the described
algorithm and by a random determination of one connection. The determined connections are exhibited by only one color (black, white or
gray), and the partially determined connections exhibited by two colors. We have generated 100 rows for each gene for the frequency
connection analysis. The results for the remaining genes are shown in Figure 3.
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Page 9 of 1811 determined connections and 13 partially determined
connections. The results are shown in Figure 4. Note
that, in this figure, the arrows do not necessarily indi-
cate activation.
Using these frequencies, we rank the undirected gene
interactions using Equation 11. As an example, the 10
highest ranks are present in Table 6.
To validate our results, we consider a variable number
of highest gene interactions ranks, from 5 to 25, and
v e r i f yh o wm a n yo ft h e s ea r ep r e s e n ti nt h ey e a s tc e l l
cycle network (Figure 1), which allow us to compute a
true positive rate, shown in Figure 5. This figure shows
a true positive rate between 75% and 100% for different
quantities of predicted gene interactions.
HeLa cells
The immortal HeLa cell line is one of the oldest and
most widely distributed human cell line. These cells are
derived from cervical cancer cells of an African-Ameri-
can woman named Henrietta Lacks, who died in 1951.
We applied our algorithm in a data set provided by Whit-
field et al. [36] where the gene expression during the
human cell cycle was characterized using cDNA microar-
rays. We used one of the five experiments consisting of
48 samples representing approximately three cycles and
selected 20 well-characterized cell cycle genes. According
to [36], each gene is assigned to a cell cycle phase shown
in Table 7. The expression profiles of the 20 genes pre-
sented a cyclical pattern through the three cell cycles.
Since our algorithm deals with Boolean values, we had to
discretize the gene expression. To this end, we simply
computed, for each gene xi,t h em e a nmi of the expres-
sion profile. Then, for the gene xi, all the values exceed-
ing the value of mi were set to 1, and the remaining
values were set to 0. After this operation, each gene pre-
served its cyclical pattern, now in the Boolean domain.
Figure 3 Connection frequencies for the Budding Yeast artificial data - 2 Results for the genes Swi5, Cdc20, Clb5, Sic1, Clb1 and Mcm1.
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three data sets, one for each cycle. Considering the sam-
ple S ={ S(1), S(2),…,S(48)}, we identified the binary
state vectors that represent the attractors of the system.
For example, the sequence of states S(1),…,S(5) are very
similar and we consider them as equal states and repre-
sent them as a one singleton attractor (an attractor
composed by a single state). The same approach was
taken regarding the sequences of states S(16), S(17), S
(18); S(30), S(31), S(32) and S(43),…,S(48). Although the
binary states in the sequence may be not exactly the
same, we are assuming that this difference is caused by
the noise in the data. These singleton attractors are
similar to the G1 stationary state of the budding yeast
cell cycle model [35].
Figure 4 Determined and partially determined connections The determined (bold arrows) and partially determined connections (light solid
arrows) inferred by the consecutive application of the algorithm in the budding yeast artificial data (the arrows do not necessarily indicate
activation).
Table 6 Rank table
Genes interacting Rank
Clb5 and Mcm1 1.72
Cln3 and SBF 1.70
Clb5 and Clb1 1.68
Cln3 and MBF 1.66
CLN1 and Sic1 1.66
Sic1 and Clb1 1.66
Swi5 and Cdc20 1.65
Clb1 and Mcm1 1.61
Cdh1 and Clb1 1.55
CLN1 and Cdh1 1.54
The 10 highest gene interactions ranks found by the application of the
algorithm on the yeast cell cycle network.
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S(19),…,S(31) and C3 = S(33),…,S(47). Therefore, to
apply the algorithm on this data, we considered the
three cell cycles separately. To analyze our results, for a
fixed gene xi, we considered the union of all sets of
rows Ri, obtained from the application of the algorithm
to each cell cycle, and then compute the connection
frequencies.
Results for the HeLa cells
Comparing the three cycles present in the time-series
d a t a ,w ec a ns e es o m ee f f e c t so fn o i s ei nt h eg e n e
expression measurements. Supposedly, the three cycles
should be equal, but there are minor differences among
them. According to [36], the cells utilized in the micro-
array experiment, by the time of C3, could not be in the
same cycle phase, compromising the experiment. There-
fore, we did not utilize the data from C3 in our analysis.
The work of Whitfield et al. [36] makes also possible
to add some biological knowledge to our algorithm. If
we consider that the genes of the initial phases do not
interact with genes of later phases, we reduce the set
of possible rows. We can add this biological knowledge
by setting some values of each row ri as 0 according to
the information in Table 8. This way, we generate
two sets of data. One without biological knowledge
(named here as r0,i) and another with biological
knowledge (r1,i).
The algorithm is independently executed using the cell
cycles C1 and C2 as the input data, generating a set of
10,000 rows for each gene xi.W et a k et h eu n i o no ft h e
two set of rows obtained from both cell cycles and
plotted a bar chart to observe the connection frequen-
cies (partially shown in Figures 6 and 7, other charts are
present in Additional file 1 and Additional file 2).
From the frequency analysis of all rows ri,( i =1 , 2 , …,
n), we rank the undirected interactions. Tables 9 and 10
show the 10 highest gene interactions ranks. To validate
these interactions we sought information about them
through the literature. The tables also show the refer-
ence, when the information was found.
Figure 5 True positive (yeast) Validation of the proposed algorithm on the yeast cell cycle network. Plot of the true positive rate of predicted
gene interactions computed from the highest ranks.
Table 7 HeLa genes
Phase Genes
G1/S CCNE1, E2F1, CDC6 and PCNA
S RFC4, DHFR, RRM2 and RAD51
G2 CDC2, TOP2A, CCNF and CCNA2
G2/M STK15, BUB1, CCNB1 and PLK1
M/G1 PTTG1, RAD21, VEGFC and CDKN3
The 20 well-characterized cell cycle genes and the respective phase where
their expression peaks.
Table 8 Gene set interactions
Genes in G1/S* are not regulated by genes in G2/M
Genes in G1/S are not regulated by genes in M
Genes in G2/M are not regulated by genes in G1/S
Genes in G2/M are not regulated by genes in S
Genes in M* are not regulated by genes in G1/S
Gene set interactions that are set as code 0 in r1,i. Set G1/S* does not contain
gene CCNE1 and set M* does not contain gene CDKN3, since these two genes
seem to interact with each other.
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dicted interactions using the rank of undirected interac-
tions. With no biological considerations (r0,i), the true
positive rate stands between 17% and 30%.By adding
some knowledge (r1,i), the true positive increases and
stands between 25% and 35%.
Inducing a connection in HeLa cells data
To illustrate the method of inducing a connection which
most determine others, we arbitrarily chose gene CCNF in
the HeLa cells data. Executing the steps necessary to this
analysis, we found that if the connection CCNF¬ RRM2
was determined as an inhibition the connections on
CCNF from genes E2F1,RFC4, DHFR, STK15, PTTG1,
and RAD21, would be determined as well (Figure 9).
The second highest rank produced is the connection
CCNF¬ RAD21 determined as no relationship. As
these two genes are classified as members of the same
cell cycle phase, and the experimental determination of
“no relationship” between two genes is difficult, we do
not consider this result relevant.
Discussion
By looking at Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7, it is interesting to
note that, in some cases, the frequency analysis of
connections was capable of almost excluding one rela-
tionship possibility, transforming some undetermined
connections into partially determined connections.
These results show that the cell cycle pathway con-
strains some connections, therefore restricting the whole
network [34].
We can attribute this phenomenon to the high depen-
dency that the determination of a gene connection has
on other connections. The proposed algorithm performs
a search over the space of possibilities of the influence
of a set of genes over a single gene. If one of these influ-
ences is a priori determined (or known), this result can
bias other connections. For example, let us suppose that
genes A and B have to produce a positive output over a
gene C, according to some restriction imposed by the
time-series data. If we already know that gene A has no
relationship to gene C, gene B must have a positive rela-
tionship on gene C. Therefore, this high dependency on
the determination of a gene connection over the net-
work makes the use of Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7 very
r e s t r i c t e d .I fw es i m p l yu s ear e l a t i o n s h i pw i t hah i g h
weight to be our “best guess” on the connection
between two genes, this choice can constrain other rela-
tionships, leading the system to a more or less
Figure 6 Connection frequencies for the HeLa cells data - 1 Bar chart of connection frequencies of 3 genes from the HeLa cells data, using
r0,i.
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Page 13 of 18determined state, or even creating a connection in a
network that is not consistent with the data.
Another fact to be pointed out is the importance of
the inferred partially determined connections. Although
these connections can not be directly used to construct
a network like the determined connections, it can guide
some biological experiments, since a partially deter-
mined connection states that at least one type of rela-
tionship between two genes is not possible.
We could use the connection frequencies generated to
attribute a strength of connection to the relationship of a
partially determined connection, e.g., in the yeast cell
cycle, the interference of Clb1 on SBF can be stated as
80% (or a probability of 0.8) of being an inhibition. In fact,
we use the frequencies in Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7 to compute
the rank of undirected relationships (Equation 11).
Regarding the validation, in the yeast cell cycle data,
which is artificially generated, the true positive rate
Figure 7 Connection frequencies for the HeLa cells data - 2 Bar chart of connection frequencies of 3 genes from the HeLa cells data,
using r1,i.
Table 9 Rank table
Genes interacting Rank Reference
DHFR and TOP2A 1.85
DHFR and RAD21 1.8
CCNE1 and CDC2 1.78 [37,38]
CCNE1 and CCNF 1.75
RAD51 and STK15 1.75
BUB1 and PTTG1 1.75
RRM2 and CDC2 1.74 [39]
CDC2 and STK15 1.74
E2F1 and DHFR 1.71 [40,41]
CCNE1 and RAD51 1.69
The 10 highest gene interactions ranks found by the application of the
algorithm on the HeLa cells data, considering r0,i.
Table 10 Rank table
Genes interacting Rank Reference
RRM2 and TOP2A 2
RRM2 and CDC2 1.82
CDC2 and CCNF 1.78 [42]
CCNF and CCNA2 1.72
CCNE1 and CDC2 1.68 [37,38]
CDC2 and RAD21 1.68
CDC2 and PTTG1 1.68 [43]
TOP2A and CCNF 1.67
DHFR and TOP2A 1.66
PCNA and RFC4 1.66 [44,45]
The 10 highest gene interactions ranks found by the application of the
algorithm on the HeLa cells data, considering r1,i.
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Page 14 of 18Figure 8 True positive (HeLa) Validation of the algorithm on the HeLa cells data. Plot of the true positive rate of predicted gene interactions
computed from the highest ranks on two initial conditions: no biological knowledge (r0,i -indicated as A0 in the label) and using biological
knowledge (r1,i - indicated as A1).
Figure 9 Results of a connection induction of gene Results of a connection induction of gene CCNF1 that most determine others. (a) Bar
chart of initial frequencies. (b) Bar chart after connection CCNF¬RRM2 determined as an activation. (c) Bar chart after connection CCNF¬RRM2
determined as an inhibition.
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Page 15 of 18(Figure 5) of predicted connections is very high (75%)
when 25 connections are considered, and 100% for 5
and 10 connections. These results show that the pro-
posed algorithm can be successfully applied in an artifi-
cial data, i.e., a data set without noise and good balance
between time points and number of genes. Evidently,
our rank procedure is constructed in a way that deter-
mined connections and partially determined connections
would be benefited. Hence, as our algorithm correctly
determines 13 directed connections in the yeast cell
cycle model, its true positive rate for a small number of
undirected predictions is high as well.
Considering the HeLa cells data, the results are not
quite optimistic. The true positive rate (Figure 8) stands
between 17% and 30% for the inference procedure with-
out biological knowledge and 25% to 35% using biologi-
cal knowledge. However, if we consider the small
amount of time points (12 per cell cycle) and the num-
ber of genes (20 in this simplified version), the difficulty
of obtaining a higher true positive rate is clear.
Evidently, the method here proposed can only be used
to aid a wet lab experiment on finding gene interactions
if considerations about the network size and amount of
time-series data were made. In situations where a large
set of g genes is investigated and only a small amount of
time-series data is available, as in the HeLa cells data,
w ew o u l dr e c o m m e n dt h a tar a n ko ft h er first interac-
tions, with g ≪ r <g
2/2, to reduce the set of possible
gene interactions to be tested.
T ot h eH e L ac e l l s ,w ec a na l s oe x p l a i nt h el o wt r u e
positive rate by considering the 20 genes version of the
network too simplified. Maybe our algorithm predicts
interactions that are not directly observed in nature, but
only through a series of interactions of genes not pre-
sent in our network. Therefore, our validation procedure
is compromised.
It is worth to notice that adding some biological
knowledge the results are improved for the HeLa cells.
This fact reinforces the need for an integrated work
with biologists in a network inference process, as we
show that even using little pieces of biological informa-
tion we can improve the whole procedure.
Regarding the example of finding a connection which
most determines others, we expect to exemplify here
that this use of the algorithm could substantially aid
biological experiments. It is also worth noticing that the
connection found, CCNF¬ RRM2 as an inhibition,
could make biological sense, as RRM2 is classified as a
gene of the S phase and CCNF is a G2 phase gene. As
the connection CCNF¬ RRM2, defined as an activation,
is also well ranked, we can say that this relation is
worth for an empirical test.
A closer look at the frequency analysis raises another
interesting question: would not the network chosen by
nature be easily detectable? Or even better: would not
t h eu t i l i z e dd a t ab ee n o u g ht oc o n s t r a i nt h ec o n n e c t i o n
frequencies into nature’s choice? We could answer this
question by pointing out a truth that unequivocally dis-
tinguishes our model from nature’s choice: the chemical
interactions between proteins. Evidently, some of the
connections considered on many steps of the algorithm
here presented cannot exist due to chemical incompat-
ibilities. In some sense, nature has more information to
constrain its network than we do.
Conclusions
This paper proposes an algorithm to perform analyses
for discovering gene regulatory interactions from time-
series data under the Boolean network model and in the
context of Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP). In
f a c t ,t h ei n f e r e n c eo fg e n er e g u l a t o r yn e t w o r ki sao n e -
to-many inverse problem in the sense that there may
exist several networks consistent with the dataset. In
order to analyze the gene interactions, we have gener-
ated several gene connections in consistent networks by
using CSP solver techniques which in turn utilized con-
straints sets built from three algorithms provided by this
work. We have applied our methodology to an artificial
dataset that had been generated by a Boolean network
that models the budding yeast cell cycle [35], and to an
experimental dataset of HeLa cells [36]. By these appli-
cations, we have shown that our analyses could be a
first step for detection of gene relationships with a high
flexibility to include biological knowledge.
A challenge always presented in any gene regulatory
model is its usefulness. It would be very interesting if a
model could help biological experiments in understand-
ing gene interactions. The model presented here
together with the algorithm proposed is a first step to
aid an inference process from time-series data of gene
expression, and it can be improved by all a priori knowl-
edge available. As it was made clear in the HeLa cells
data, the use of biological knowledge can improve the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. For future steps,
an interesting feature to be improved on our method is
the ability to indicate which connection should be veri-
fied in the wet lab to help determine others. As exem-
plified in this work, this feature could lead to important
contributions on wet lab experiments. To use this
method in an empirical gene connection survey, we
would recommend a search over all possible connec-
tions between all genes, and then proceed with the
ranking process. Evidently, biological considerations
over the highest ranks produced is heavily necessary.
However, there are other characteristics to be sought
that could constrain the network towards nature’s
choice. On one hand, so far, only constraints built from
successive states are considered. Thus, constraints
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some kind of powers of the regulation matrix in order
consider succession of more than two or three states)
could help to obtain more precise solutions. In fact,
although we have carefully generated uniform samples
to build a set of solutions (to produce representations
good enough for connection frequencies) by using an
appropriate heuristic for variable and value ordering, it
is important to keep in mind that in order to make a
more precise frequency analysis, one needs the consis-
tent solutions in the CSP context, meaning that, in our
case, the solutions obtained from considering the whole
trajectory. On the other hand, one feature not explored
in this paper is the dynamics of the network. There are
indications, as stated by Kauffman [23], that nature
would prefer networks with a small amount of attractors
- the gene pattern expression that leads the system to
itself -and large basins of attraction - the set of gene
pattern expressions that leads the system to an attractor.
The network assembled by Li et al. [35] has these char-
acteristics. Therefore, an analysis of connections com-
puted only from networks with a few number of
attractors - or other dynamical characteristic - could
create a well established result. One naïve way to pro-
ceed is to build regulation matrices from the solutions
of the CSPs subproblems (possible rows) and select the
ones such that present the dynamical features described
before (large basins of attraction and small number of
attractors)
Concluding, the analysis presented here is a remark-
able first step for the construction of a system to infer
gene interactions. The true positive rate on the artificial
data is excellent and, considering noises and lack of
time points, the true positive rate for the experimental
data is beyond expectation.
We understand that any inference procedure can not
have success if it does not contain biological and com-
putational expertise, therefore the future steps of this
research tend to be centered on the difficulties of a wet
lab, or its limitations.
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